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Abstract 

Young people with disabilities are among the poorest and most marginalized of the world’s youth.  Estimates suggest that 
there are between 180 and 220 million youth with disabilities worldwide, and nearly 80 percent of them live in developing countries. 
Young women with disabilities encounter challenges greater than those facing men, and it is easy to see how vulnerable and at risk 
some of them can be. Women with disabilities do not have the same opportunities as men with disabilities, or even as their non-
disabled peers. One of the issues that young women with disabilities talk about is the sense that their personal freedoms – their ability 
to move around freely, to dress, to eat, to choose their own friends is more restricted than for men. Families often over-protect girls, 
and this has a big impact on their quality of life. However, it is the risk of abuse and exploitation that is a cause for greatest concern. 
Many female youths with disabilities from around the world have shared stories about rape, unwanted pregnancies, abuse, and 
abandonment. Need of the study: We need to develop a better understanding of their lives in order to remove the obstacles that still 
remain in their way to equality.Area of the Study: Chittoor is one of the districts not only in Andhra Pradesh but also country wide 
disabled women were facing number of problems economically, Socially and politically. So, the present study is carried out to see 
how they are excluding with discrimination. 
 
Keywords: Disabilities, Vulnerable, Peers, Abuse, Abandonment. 
 
Introduction 
 My paper provides an over view of challenges currently faced by differently-abled adolescent girls.Adolescent and young 
differently-abled are grouped together and discussed.   Because they share common characteristics. Families often over protect the 
girls and this has a big impact on their reality of life in some cases. However, it is the risk of abuse, and exploitation that is the cause 
for greater concern.  If we observe almost 180 million of young people between the age of 10 – 24 live with disability.  It makes a 
difference in their daily lives.  These differently-abled are face discrimination in the society by unequal treatment and also face social 
stigma and thus they become a burden to themselves as well as to society. 
 
 Differently-abled people also suffer from deprivation stratified into lower grade human being so they become socially 
excluded and vulnerable.  Differently-abled adolescent girls are prom to suffer more compared to boy.  Differently-abled women 
suffer from triple disadvantages in the sense that (1) as a women in general (2) as a disabled and more acute of poverty. 
 
 According to UNICEF (1999, 2000) globally it is widely acknowledged that the greatest impediment to the lives of young 
people with disability is prejudices, social isolation and discrimination.  In case of adolescent and young girls remain largely 
unanswered. 
 
Methodology 
 I choose for my study purposive random sampling techniques. 
 
Objectives 
1. To study about the socio-economic and educational status of differently-abled adolescent girls. 
2. To point out the psychological feelings and their attitudes of adolescent girls. 
3. To study about the challenges, they face in their life’s of differently-abled adolescent girls. 

 
Area of the Study: In and around Tirupati Educational Institutions. 
Research Design and Sample: For the present study I used purposive Random Sampling Technique. 
Collection of Primary Data: It is based on a structured Interview scheduled and questionnaire and case studied method also if used 
sample size usually small i.e., 25 girl respondents. 
 
Case studies 
 Pushyami is 18-year-old adolescent girls, studying poly-technique college, she is a handicapped she has short hand which is 
of no use.  Her father works in one institution.  Her mother also suffered with same problems.  She is an apple of an eye too her 
parents her father has become the right hand to her.  She is discriminated whenever she goes except at her home.  Accordingly, to the 
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Hindu Tradition the Right hand is preferred for giving, receiving and eating.  But became she was short-right hand, she uses left hand 
for everything.  She is insulted even in the temple by priest.  She is not instructed in coming out and with people in the society become 
she is not accepted by them she gives a statement like why should I come out when the society is not accepted me many of her friends 
are suffering the same, they feel strained and a shamed because of the people. 
 
 Divya Bharathi of 21 years 10th class completed who is an intelligent and good-looking life below poverty line.  She is the 
third child in the family.  Her elder sister got married and it did not go well and she came back to her mother’s house.  Her elder 
mothers is ready to marriage Divya Bharathi receives a pension as 1500/- Rupees.  Every month she is economically supported by a 
small petty shop she works in the shop for the whole day.  Her mother did not show any interest in her getting marriage, looking at her 
first daughter unhappy marriage.  Being a handicapped woman, she will be faced double discrimination by the people who came to the 
shop the men use to (talk loose tongue) as her to spend with them she stood silent bearing all the things for being a differently-abled.  
One day an old man of her father’s age asked her to sleep walk him for night as he ready pay 500/- Rupee.  Most of the persons think 
that the differently-abled have any ethical values in life and try to reduce them.  But the people should know that they have more 
values than the normal people have. 
 
 Sujatha an 18 years blind girl she is the third child in the family her father is a farmer.  She is poor economically she is 
studying degree first year now.  Because her blindness she faced discrimination at home and college.  Even in Travelling the men use 
to give odd touches when they travel in bus or train by asking them to sit beside them.  Friends try to ignore because of this blindness.  
No good cloths will be given to her the people who help them in writing exams become as their less knowledge.  Sujatha would score 
less percentage.  Even in the male doctor, ward boys male nurse, touch her unwontedly.  She faces problems in every area including 
her health issues.  She is not given any entertainment and even if she is invited for function or marriage all are asked to still aside.  
Sujatha ask society to treat them as human though they are blind they all have dreams goals as everyone does. 
 
 Urmila and Sharmila 23-year-old are two daughters for their parents.  Urmila is the eldest their father is a farmer and their 
mother helps in with a very great trouble the parents educated the children till post-graduation and how the time has come for their 
manage.  The one who comes to their house wanted to many Sharmila but not Urmila because she is handicapped women.  A man 
come forward too many both the sisters.  He married Sharmila as first wife and Urmila as a second.  Urmila married him for the sake 
of her parents.  Her parents limited her to get married.  As the time passed Sharmila has become barren and Urmila begotten the 
children.  As she has faced many discriminations, she decided to live a life of her own with her child.  Presently she is living with her 
son alone without any family support.Though they are married or not the people lead their life alone.  The society will never give them 
respect.  They live a separate life of their own.  They compromise in everything especially regarding their life matters. 
 
 Suneetha young beautiful a woman with very long hair living in Chittoor.  Unfortunately, she is physically handicapped she 
has all the knowledge regarding education and dreams about her future.  From the childhood she has been in the hostels for education 
she didn’t receive the love of parents, sisters and brothers.  Instead faced many through she has got all the dreams just as every woman 
does.  She is the first girl child in the family. Her parents who cannot take much care of her, arranged a servant for her.  Till 
intermediate everything has gone well she is very much inherited in doing engineering.  But she was rejected by the hostel warden 
because she needs someone to look after her.  Without any mercy the wonder asked her to go off from the hostel without any 
admission with the help of her father she got the seat and tried to her studies.  Because of her disability she missed out an exam for 
going to no body use to talk to her, instead they insulted her many times.  She did not care for all the discrimination that her parents, 
teachers and friends has shown in the mean while after few days she became a very good friend for all the not only just as a friend but 
also a good counselor.  She achieved a government job after her education and stood a very good support for her family.  Her 
roommates once invited her self-respect by saying “why do you need such a big plait which you are a handicapped”.  She felt very bad 
and thought why should her she should have all the dreams of every women.  Her parents even thought of their children marriage 
keeping her beside.  They never think of her getting married being alone for many years she decided to adopt a girl child and give a 
life to her.  Though she is not wanted to anyone she stood strong for everyone. 
 
Findings 
1. There was no safety and security. 
2. Most of they met with accidents frequently. 
3. They were cheated by others so easily abused sexually and also in the name of love and sentiment. 
4. Though the mistake is not there is even they are asked to apology. 
5. Most of the times they are insulted become of their disability like testing, comments satires etc. 
6. They feel comfort at homes instead of going out (they prepare isolated life). 
7. Getting adjusted and compromised in everything (Ex: studies, dress and their own dreams) 
8. Nobody cares for their or percentages they are not encouraged in studies. 
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9. They face many problems during journey like: they Cannot take food; they cannot have water because they can’t getoff the bus to 
urinate or to use Washrooms (It is too difficult to control all) 

10. Because of this reason face many health problems.  Especially during the time of monthly periods.  
11. They are wontedly avoided in decision making they were not taken to ceremonies, Festivals, functions and many other small 

occasions. 
12. They feel ashamed to go into the temples because they can’t walk without their shoes. 
13. They cannot chance to follow the culturally, traditions and religiously activities. 
14. They are dependent an others completely through their life. 
15. They have no hopes on marriage.  If they are interested the groom may ask for more bride pries or they are asked to be second 

wife. 
16. Though they are willing their parents doesn’t show any interest. 
17. The pension they receive is also used by the family members saying that they don’t have anything to puncher for themselves. 
18. They are neglected everywhere and they are not given any preference. 
19. They are far away from their families from the childhood they are in the hostels or rehabilitation centers. 
20. Some may live in orphanage and some of them are left in public places like Railway station, bus station. 
21. They were not given any Entertainment 

 
Suggestions and Recommendations 
1. To create Awareness on the legal rights and Awareness on the welfare schemes, policies and programmes. 
2. Awareness on self defence mechanisms. 
3. Awareness on help lines police station,  
4. Establish special schools/ colleges and also training institution rehabilitation centers 
5. Awareness on special counseling centers 
6. Change of attitude towards differently-abled people by giving equal treatment. 
7. Increasing the percentage of reservations in education system and employment. 
8. Severe punishments should be given to the one who harass them 
9. There should be some faced amount deposited in their accounts they should be encouraged economically. 
10. Special toilets have to be constructed for them for their convenience  
11. Free bus pass or train pass should be given for travelling. 
12. To educate or create awareness on the problems they face especially, urinary tract infections and gynic problems, not only health 

problems. 
 

Conclusion 
 Every many and women have a goal in his or her life.  To fulfill that goals, they may face some obstructions.  If the goal is 
obstructed because of their disability, they feel very much stressed.  After studying about some of the adolescent girls and young girls 
come to a conclusion that we should respect their feelings we should keep them, support them so we may give courage to satisfy their 
dreams. 
 Young people with disability will continue to be seen as problem only as long as their potential goes unrecognized.  So, 
change their attitudes in positive way.  Every human has got their own dreams let as have our hands in fulfill their beautiful and ideal 
dreams.  Our former / Ex-president Dr. A.P J. Abdul Kalam said “You have to dream before your dreams can come true”. 
 Jeffery E, Kayani S, Garden A. Management of menstrual problems in adolescents with learning and physical disabilities. The 
Obstetrician &Gynaecologist 2013;15: 106-12.DOI:10.1111/tog.12008. http://www.actionaid.org/publications/gender-analysis-brief-
2014-violence-against-women-and-girls-access-justice-myanmar 
 

 Guide on How to Integrate Disability into Gender Assessments and Analyses. (October 2010) [PDF, 192KB]. This document 
serves as a “how to” guide on including women and men with disabilities into USAID’s gender assessments and analyses with 
background information on persons with disabilities as well as considerations specific to the issue of disability. 

 Towards Gender Equality in Europe and Eurasia. (May 2012) [PDF, 1.6MB]. This toolkit has been prepared to provide USAID 
Mission Staff working in the E&E region with a resource for conducting gender analysis in the context of project design. The Toolkit 
dedicates a section with key guidance and considerations specific to Gender & Disability. 

 Women with Disabilities in the Europe & Eurasia Region. (August 2012) [PDF, 950KB]. The study draws findings from a gender 
analysis to reveal challenges faced by women with disabilities, in contrast with the challenges facing men with disabilities, in the E&E 
Region. The report also provides recommendations for improving programming to meet the needs of women with disabilities. 

 The UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities(link is external) specifically outlines the rights of women and girls 
with disabilities. To date, 154 countries have signed and ratified this global human rights treaty. 
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